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Hugh M. Brown
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College and University Division
McGraw-Hill Book Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

Dear Mr. Brown:

The catalog abstract seems to be based on a note which listed the
original contributions in the text. I have added seme sentences which
provide an indication of the more classical material presented.

The intent of the book is to provide comprehensive coverage of databas
design issues, so that also much classical material has been collected
and adapted for presentation.

Sincerely,

(yokJdUl
Gio Wiederhold

cc: Ed Feigenbaum [/
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DATABASE DESIGN

Gio Wiederhold to Hugh Broun (June 23, 1976)

A. Chapter 5 treats the design problem from accost/benefit point of
view including the estimation of the effect of multiple devices.

Chapter 6 provides a linkage to the use of statistical and
operations research techniques to data base problems .
Contributions here include;

B This approach provides guidance when systems based on the formal
models are to be implemented.

Other chapters round out the presentation so that all issues of
data base design are covered.

For each topic background and references are provided so that
further study into specific problems is encouraged.

C The material is presented in a bottom-up fashion so that concepts
developed from the material as it is presented.
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DATABASE DESIGN

Gio Wiederhold

JD .Sb(tent.)1977, 5)2 pages (tent.), (070130-X) , $

Written for designers of database applications, Database Design provides a

consistent quantitative methodology for file and database system design.

Emphasizing the structure and concepts based on past and current work in

file and database, the book is a valuable contribution to the applications

area of computer science because it refines one specific mioro- problem area,

but does this on a ratnor macro level oy providing a oroaa, applicatxon-

oriented view of database design methods. ©
Several chapters in the text are particularly noteworthy, for example,

Chapters 3 and 4 reduce all common and best known file structures to per-

mutations of six basic structures (pile, sequential, indexed-sequential,
indexed, direct, and ring). And, for each of these six structures, the text

provides seven measures (space, fetch, read-next, update file, update record,

read exhaustive, and reorganize} .
®"€hai>te-r--5-i-nfcroduce&--a-new-model---for---estiination---o-f the- benefits of multl

pie parallel -devices and Chapter 6- includes two original -contributions-!—
a technique for direct access key-to-address transformation which maintains

sequential^; and a technique for estimation of queue transients based on
Psinusoidal load cycles. .Also of note, Chapter 7 presents the database model

concepts which relate the semantics of inter-file structures to the theoret-

ical relational world. This model defines entity relations, lexicons,

associative relations, and nest relations. How' the -modoltT interact and depend

upon each other is also analyzed and formalized in a table included in the

chapter.
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